Structure of a RecA-DNA complex from linear dichroism and small-angle neutron-scattering in flow-oriented solution.
Small-angle neutron-scattering (SANS) and ultraviolet linear dichroism (l.d.) were measured on identical samples of a RecA-double-stranded (ds) DNA complex, including cofactor adenosine 5'-O-thiotriphosphate, which were aligned by flow in two equivalent Couette devices made of niobium and silica, transparent to neutrons and to ultraviolet light, respectively. The SANS anisotropy indicates a modest orientation of the RecA-dsDNA fiber with the helix axis parallel to the flow field. By correlation with the corresponding l.d. of the DNA at the same orientation conditions, it is inferred that the DNA bases have a local orientation that is approximately perpendicular to the helix axis. By comparison with the worse orientation in single-stranded DNA-RecA, this conclusion suggests that the dsDNA in its complex with RecA is not strand separated, and may be accommodated as an essentially unperturbed, straight double helix running along the RecA polymer fiber. The SANS anisotropy is also found to support the assignment of a subsidiary intensity maximum as originating from the pitch of a helical fiber.